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trans*geniale f_antifa?

Antifa, because Nazis and the conditions which make their ideology possible still 

need to be abolished.

F_, because feminism does not only mean smashing the patriarchy, but also 

keeping other power relations in mind and sabotaging them.

Trans*genial (trans*genius), because too many people still believe there are only two 

genders and we will glitter away this claim.
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Introductory Words
We are a few people from Berlin and we're angry. Very angry in fact. Our

anger comes from several sources. Because we've got different backgrounds and

experiences.  While  some of  us  are  affected by  cis-sexism1,  others  experienced

classism. We are all affected by sexism2 in various forms. We all locate ourselves in

the Radical Left more or less and we're tired of the fact that on the one hand the

left scene takes up the cause of fighting against discrimination and on the other

hand produces many exclusions itself which are not or hardly noticed not to men-

tion reflected critically and reduced. And because we're especially tired of being

alone with our anger we've organized and named the whole thing: trans*geniale

f_antifa.

Our self-conception is constantly chaning and among other things dependent from

the current constitution of the group. Positions can change and new aspects can

be added. Therefore we see this text as a snapshot rather than a finished project.

1 We use the word ›cis-sexism‹ as an alternative to the established term ›trans*phobia‹ because we think 
it's wrong to describe hatred and violence against trans* people as ›phobia‹. You can read more about 
this in the chapter »Accessibility, ableism & pathologizations«.

2 With ›sexism‹ we mean all kinds of sexism, for example hetero-sexism (discrimination of people who 
don't live straight), cis-sexism (discrimination of trans* people), mono-sexism (discrimination of bi-
a_sexual people).



f_antifa?
In  the 1990s Fantifa groups,  feminist  antifa groups,  came up. Often they

were an answer to the dominance of cismen*3 in Antifa structures. Most of the

groups organized separately – that means without cismen – to create a space for

united action against sexism and macho behavior in antifascist associations. Today

there aren't many Fantifa groups left. To be honest that surprises us a little. Be-

cause we still today see the necessity to take action against sexist bullshit in the

antifa scene (and in the Radical Left in general). Much of what Fantifa groups had

struggled for hard, is challenged today. For example we think of the criticism of the

concept  of  Definitionsmacht4 (power  of  definition)  which  comes up  in  irregular

intervals. From our point of view Definitionsmacht represents an essential part of

anti-sexist practice, although from our point of view there are indeed reasonable

points of criticism of carrying out Definitionsmacht.5 The concept of  Community

Accountability is an useful addition, respectively advancement of Definitionsmacht

in our opinion.

We added the underline in f_antifa to clarify we still think feminism (the ›F‹ in

›Fantifa‹) still is right, important and good, but we want to go beyond. The under-

line is meant to create space – similar to the Gender Gap – for everything which is

important to us in relation to feminism and Antifa, for example questioning the

gender binary or creating visibility for non binary gender identities.

3 ›Cis‹ means a person identifies with the gender they was assigned at birth. The term was established by 
trans* people to not always present trans* people as deviation from a supposed norm. The asterisk (*) is 
meant to point out various idenitiy concepts of femaleness and maleness such as trans* and cis or 
straight and lesbian.

4 The basic dea of Definitionsmacht is that only the person who is affected by an assault can define a 
violation of personal borders took place. In addition the affected person should be supported in dealing 
with the assault in their own termns. Nothing should be done without involvment or even against the will 
of the affected person. The aim isn't the ›punishment‹ of the person who commited the assault. The 
focus is the protection of the affected person so that they can feel safe (again).

5 Examples: focusing on the person who commited the assault; interventions without agreement of the 
affected person; macho behavior of cismen towards the person who commited the assault for antisexist 
self-display.



trans*genial?
As far as we know Fantifa groups always consisted of womyn*6 and orga-

nized themselves without cismen. We also diced to organize separately without

cismen. But we don't refer to an antiquated understanding of feminism which aims

to oppose male dominance with a feminist  ›womanhood‹ as an alternative. We

rather  seek to question gender  as a whole.  But  that doesn't  mean we assume

there's no gender-related oppression anymore. We still live in a patriarchal society

which privileges men* and discriminate womyn* systematically. But at the end it

can't be about putting womyn* into power positions or creating a matriarchy from

our point of view. We want to live in a society which finally dismisses the model of

gender binary. Today there are already more than two genders and if it was up to

us all  concepts of gender identity should be viable without experiences of vio-

lence.  Therefor we as a group are open to persons who identify as trans* or inter*.

Antifa?
Antifascism means much more  to  us  as  being against  Nazis.  The former

prisoners of the concentration camp Buchenwald formulated an oath after their

liberation in  April  1945:  »Our  watchword is  the  destruction of  Nazism from its

roots. Our goal is to build a new world of peace and freedom.« We feel obliged to

this oath. As a consequence we not only want to restrict the scope of action for old

and new Nazis, but also to oppose the conditions which make fascist and National

Socialist movements possible in the first place.

6 The spelling ›womyn‹ instead of  ›women‹ was established by feminists to make clear one shouldn't 
construe ›women‹ from ›men‹.



This fight implies besides the remembrance of the Shoah7 and every other

National  Socialist  crimes  especially  the  remembrance  of  the  resistance  against

National Socialism and German occupation in the Second World War. We put a

special  focus  on  the  Jewish  partisans  who  primarily  fought  in  Eastern  Europe

against the antisemitic Nazi policy of extermination. We want to highlight the fight

of the Jewish womyn*, because they often were and are unnoticed also in anti-

fascist historiography due to their double stigmatization as womyn* and as Jews.

We want to change this by remembering their brave effort for the liberation from

National Socialism and by honoring their actions. Regardless of whether they trans-

ported weapons as couriers, rescued Jewish children from deportation, organized

fake Ids for persecuted Jews or fought as partisans in the woods and ghettos of

Eastern Europe or the streets of France against the Germans and their helpers.

We also want to remember the often ›forgotten‹ – or rather: displaced –

victims  of  National  Socialism.  Besides  others  that  are  Rom_nja,  Sinti_ze  and

Yenische, Lesbians and Gays, members of religious minorities, people who were

persecuted as ›asocial‹ as well as people who were stigmatized as ›chronically ill‹

and ›disabled‹.

Neo-Nazis in Berlin
We see the fight against neo-Nazis as an important part of practical anti-

fascism. Therefore it's relevant to us to inform about the Nazi scene in Berlin and

to restrict their scope of action actively. A profound overview about the situation in

Berlin can be found in the research booklet Fight Back.

7 Hebrew הַשאֹוָאָה, ›the disaster‹ or ›the catastrophe‹. Jewish term for the extermination of the Jews by the 
Nazis and their collaborators.



Womyn* in the Nazi scene
Fantifa groups had started to not view womyn* in the Nazi scene as ›the

girlfriend of …‹, as an ›attachment‹ or as ›followers‹, but rather to name them as

protagonists and to reveal their ideology. With this Fantifas developed antifascist

analysis and research work. We want to relate to this work today also. The booklet

Fight Back #4 from 2009 summarizes the image of womyn* in the Nazi scene like

this: »Referring to a mythologized ›Germanic‹ gender order in which the woman

has to stand by the male fighter's side as a being of ›equal value‹ but not of equal

rights, women's liberation as well as public gender equality programs are criticized.

The extreme right-wing women's self-image still focuses on their ›natural‹ function

as a mother to be ›lovely or spiritual‹ (Mädelgruppe KS-Tor). The women feel re-

sponsible for cultural work and the sector of supply […].« But it's also made clear:

»By far women and girls don't play a minor part anymore in the neo-Nazi scene

and currently know how to stand their ground in pure female associations as well

as in mixed-gender ones.«

Postcolonial analysis
As F_antifas we want to include a postcolonial analysis in our political prac-

tice. This means we acknowledge that colonial racist images and ideas are written

into every part of our society. They continue to have an effect since colonial times

and interpenetrate our thinking, perception and acting without thinking. They're

based on the assumption of a perceived western white supremacy towards people

who are excludes from this and are considered not associated. With this assump-

tion constructs of ›we‹ and ›the others‹ are made and our current power relations,

norms and values are determined. All  this promotes and justifies racism. In our

political  work we'd like to analyze racist  images and ideas critically,  make their

colonial influence to our social relations visible and thereby de-colonize them. In so



doing the history of resistance of womyn* and trans* of Color8 will always be path-

breaking for us. Because it were their struggles against violence, racism, discrimi-

nation and exclusion which changed our social relations radically and will change

them further in the future. Their history is the history of adoption, resistance and

liberation. As F_antifas we want to remember their history, retell it and empower

ourselves and everyone to write, to act, to fight, to organize and to liberate our-

selves. In practice this means among other things to support the refugee's fights

against Residenzpflicht9, living in camps and everyday racism.

Against classism & barriers to knowledge
The topic  gender  concerns  everyone.  Every  day  it  determines  our  social

reality. Nevertheless it's only a small elite at the universities which deals with theo-

retical criticism of gender relations of our society. In left-wing spaces discussions

are often lead with this  elite  academic language.  But thereby a new academic

space is created from which many people are excluded from the start. Because

class  and education privileges,  barriers  to knowledge and access  difficulties  to

these spaces are often unquestioned. We want everyone to have the possibility to

participate in discussions and debates  and doing gender  politics.  So we try to

create an anti-academic practice of our political work. Our aspiration is to make

our texts and contributions accessible for preferably everybody. So we also write

some texts in Leichte Sprache (easy language)10. All this is a learning process for us

which  we  want  to  initiate  because  we  don't  need  a  new  academic  space  of

dominance. We oppose classism!

8 ›People of Color‹ is an emancipatory self-imposed term of people who are affected by racism. Other 
self-imposed terms are for example ›Black People‹, ›Afro-Americans‹ (in german society ›Afro-
Deutsche‹).

9 Residenzpflicht (german for mandatory residence) is a legal requirement affecting refugees. They are 
required to live within certain boundaries defined by the local foreigners' office (Ausländerbehörde).

10 Leichte Sprache was develeoped by and for people with learning difficulties. Leichte Sprache tries to be 
as accessible as possible, for example by avoiding subordinate clauses or explaining difficult words.



Accessibility, ableism & pathologizations
The number of left-wing locations in Berlin accessible for wheelchairs is very

small. The number of spaces where there's also a wheelchair accessible bathroom

is way more little. But even wheelchair accessible spaces are faraway from being

›accessible‹. For example there's pretty much never translation to sign language;

exceptions are the Mad & Disability Pride Parade in July 2013 or the transgenialer

CSD.  Leichte Sprache (easy language) is still  unknown to many people and the

term ableism11 is only established slowly.

Also other barriers are rarely kept in mind. For instance people who have to

care for children are disadvantaged, for instance due to missing child care during

events or due to the fact that meetings often begin at times when kids are just

going to bed or are already sleeping. In addition there structural  exclusions of

people with ›invisible (chronic) diseases and disabilities‹. If a person for instance

has only few capacities to work in a left-wing group due to health reasons which

are not apparently noticeably it quite often happens that this person misses the

connection to the group because they doesn't ›perform‹ enough from the group's

point of view. We aim at a kind of organization where everybody can participate

considering their physical and psychical capacities and where everyone has regards

for the needs of every single person.

In the left  scene terms like ›trans*phobia‹ or ›homophobia‹ are common.

We're critical of this. Because in case of a phobia the fear of something is a trigger

for panic. To describe a violent discriminating action as phobia means to excuse

the violence with the panic. This means playing down discriminating violence. In

addition we think it's ableist to call discrimination and hatred ›phobia‹, because

11 Ableism is the discrimination of disabled. The term includes that people aren't disabled but rather get 
disabled by society.



then people with phobias are labeled with the same word as people who are exer-

cising discriminating violence. Therefore we aim to replace the phobia terms which

describe hatred and discrimination with other words.12

Another important point in our opinion is the fight against pathologization13

of trans* people. Because still today being trans* is listed in the ICD-1014 and de-

scribed as mental ›disorder‹. Also in DSM-515 – which is a world-wide reference –

being trans* is decried as mental ›disorder‹. Like all pathologizations, these diag-

noses have to be abolished. At the same time the financing of sex reassignment

measures by health insurance has to be secured.16

Queer Edge & Sober Spaces
Unfortunately until today nearly no one thinks about sober spaces. Here and

there there's a straight edge event or the Bar without drugs (Tresen ohne Drogen

in german). But until now there's no open and broad discussion about the fact that

spaces where people smoke and/or drink alcohol are for certain people not acces-

sible due to various reasons. Be it they're asthmatics, allergy sufferers or just non-

smokers and don't want to inhale cigarette smoke, be it they made traumatic ex-

periences with drug use (including alcohol) or they just feel uncomfortable and in-

secure in the presence of drinking/drunk people. We want everyone to be able to

self-determine their bodies. For this includes people can smoke and drink as much

as the want. But where smoking and drinking prevents other people from being

able to stay in left-wing spaces a mark is overstepped. Left-wing spaces have to

12 For example ›cis-sexism‹ instead of ›trans*phobia‹ or ›hetero-sexismus‹ instead of ›homophobia‹.
13 Pathologization means seeing behavior of people as ›abnormal‹ and describuing it as ›ill‹.
14 Diagnoses catalog of the World Health Organization.
15 Diagnostic manual of the American Psychiatric Association.
16 The campaign Stop Trans Pathologization says about this topic: »To simplify the public coverage of a 

trans specific health care the campaign Stop Trans Pathologization proposes the implementation of a 
non-pathologizating entry in ICD-11.«



become more accessible finally. For that it's essential from our point of view peo-

ple solely  smoke outside.  In  addition we should think more about  alcohol-free

events and spaces. Projects like the Bar without drugs or the xWOHNZIMMERx are

a good start in our opinion. However a discussion about sober spaces is yet to

come and long overdue from our point of view.

Sex positivity & asexuality
We see many good aspects in the fact that sex positive positions find recog-

nition in the queer feminist scene. Unfortunately expressing sex positivity far too

open contribute to a social climate which makes asexuality invisible or even denies

its  existence.  Asexual  people17 are  structurally  discriminated in this  society  and

sadly experience this disadvantage in the queer feminist scene also. For example if

on various Ladyfests more than half of the workshops have something to do some-

thing with sex and sometimes also sex parties are organized, an atmosphere is

created  in  which  we're  not  surprised  that  asexuals  (have  to)  ask  themselves

whether they're actually welcome in the queer feminist  movement. We want to

produce as little exclusion as possible and therefore tend to see sex positivity as a

liberating moment of sexual emancipation (especially for Womyn*_Inter_Trans*) on

the one hand, but to pay attention sex positive empowerment does not contribute

to a new norm which stigmatizes asexuals by persuading us we have to have really

crazy sex with many people. Rather sex positivity must also include not having sex.

Because in the end to us sex positivity after all means: having as much sex as we

want with whom we want. And this also means: no sex with anybody.

17 People who don't experience sexual attraction to other people.



Against femininity hate. Pro Femme respect.
In our opinion mainstream society's sexism is connected with hatred towards

femininity  and  therefore  towards  womyn*  and  people  who  perform  feminine.

Thereby womyn* are disciplined permanently in public life if  they don't appear

feminine enough in their role. At the same time they're reduced to their gender via

their femininity.  Womyn* and people who perform feminine are sneered at,  ig-

nored, treated arrogantly and devalued. People ascribe irrationality to them, their

perception isn't taken seriously or they're not given space in discussions. These are

the various forms of sexist discrimination in patriarchy.

Also  in  the  left-wing  (queer)  scene  people  who  perform  feminine  and

womyn* are treated this  way.  From our point  of  view this  is  a reproduction of

patriarchal relations of violence We fight for a society of gender diversity. People

should have the freedom to decide for themselves who they perform, how they

want  to  be  and  how they  want  to  fight  without  experiencing violence.  In  our

opinion  this  includes  respecting  people  the  fact  that  people  appear  feminine.

Femininity means diversity, courage, strength, adoption, resistance to us. And it's

not contradictory to queer feminist politics. Some queers appear feminine and we

demand for them, for us and for all womyn*: Respect!

Volume is Power! Stop Fat Shaming
In this society so called ›thin‹ bodies are considered beautiful and desirable.

People who don't fit into this norm and are seen as ›fat‹ are therefore discrimi-

nated.  For that  we use the term ›fat shaming‹, because shame is an important

aspect of  it.  Fat  people are always told that  they should be ashamed of  their

bodies. Often thin people don't even notice the privileges they've got because of

the  fact  they're  considered  ›thin‹.  To  question  these  privileges  and  to  start  a



debate about this topic is very important to us. But we especially want to chal-

lenge the fact that being fat is seen as something bad and problematic. We also

think it's wrong that fatness is often associated with illness. Our fat bodies aren't

the problem. The problem is the social norm which presents thinness as the ideal.

Unfortunately this also happens in the Radical Left and the Queer Scene. Fat per-

sons are pretty much never represented on posters, leaflets or banners. Therefore

we want to empower ourselves as fat people and show that we're here, because

Volume is Power!

Lookism and Beauty Norms
Beauty ideals create a norm in our society and tell us how we should try to

look like: men* are supposed to look like_ and womyn* like_. Even children know

this exactly. Beauty ideals contain expectations to our appearance, which we learn

very early on. They determine how the bodies, clothes, and behaviour of womyn*

and men* are supposed to be in our society.  This  influences us often subcon-

sciously, so we think this is how we want to be. People who don't want to or can't

have a norm body, norm clothing, and norm behaviour, are often discriminated

against, experience exclusion and violence. People who on the other hand fit into

the beauty ideal, receive advantages, appreciation, and privileges. We as f_antifas

refuse the compulsion to look a certain way and to act according to a role! This

compulsion  determines  our  gender  identities  and  makes  people  judge  others

superficially. We want to have our own beauty  and identity concepts and fight for

that people are allowed to be different. People who live by new, self-conceived

beauty ideals and thereby practice their own identity politics outside the norms of

society are very brave. Many people like this gather and organize in safe spaces, in

queer spaces. We notice however, that even here people are marginalized because

of their appearance, body, or clothing. Even in these spaces ›new‹ beauty ideals



dominate and include or  exclude people.  Even here people are put into cate-

gories.  It  is even more sad and frustrating, when we think about that we're all

people who want to create new and safe spaces where we can be as different

(looking)  as  we want,  because of  the  exclusion and violence we experience in

society. Even so, not all people can practice identity politics through their bodies,

even if they wanted to! Besides: there is not only one identity concept for queer-

ness! If people are supposed to be allowed to be different, there must be indefi-

nitely many identity concepts. Queer is not (only) a haircut, a style of clothing, or

glitter. All of these things are superficial. Queer for us is how people live, how they

act, how they define themselves and how they organize their social relationships.

These are things we can't see at first glance. The appearance of people is relative

and the compulsion to adapt our appearances and bodies to a norm is violence!

F_antifa means for us: Fight Lookism!

Because wishing didn't work…
To combine all aspects of our self-conception in practice definitely won't be

easy. It won't be possible to think of everything all the time. And we can't avoid

making mistakes. But from our point of view it can't and shouldn't be our aspira-

tion to not make mistakes. We will have to stick out our contradictions and in the

best  case can learn from it  for  the future.  It's  exactly  this  future we're  excited

about. Because there's no reason to be bored. Or boring …



More publications of our group

Girl? Boy? Pony?
A zine about trans* and gender (not only) for young 
people

24 pages

available in german and english

»I was never liberated from Auschwitz.«
Female Jewish Partisan's Perspectives on Victory in 
Europe Day

8 pages

available in german and english

You can download our publications for free at

www.transgenialefantifa.blogsport.de



»[I write] because I must keep the spirit of my 

revolt and myself alive. […] I write to record what 

others erase when I speak, to rewrite the stories 

that others have miswritten about me, about you. 

I write to become more intimate with myself and 

you. To discover myself, to preserve myself, to 

make myself, to achieve self-autonomy. […] To 

convince myself that I am worthy and that what I 

have to say is not a pile of shit.«

Gloria Anzaldúa


